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Co-curriculum Management System has been developed using Java Server Page and PL/SQL as a programming language and a graphical user interface as well as using the Oracle 10g database. The system is developed to facilitate the work of teachers in providing student's marks, activity, and report in co-curricular activities. The system allows teachers to keep records of student co-curricular activities with ease and marks will be calculated automatically. Teachers can also record all meetings held and taking attendance through this system. The system is also able to produce an annual report of student's co-curricular and also produce certificates to students.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Co-curricular activities that conducted in the school are an integral part of curricular activities. This activity should be followed by every student whether it is performed indoor or outdoor of the classroom. This activity should be followed by students to enable them to acquire as much as experience, skills and knowledge to expanding their talent. This is also based on the assumption that every student should be given the opportunity to be able to shine to the development of talent, passion, mental, physical, personality, spiritual and a positive social.

"The National Curriculum is an educational program that includes curriculum and co-curricular activities which encompasses all the knowledge, skills, norms, values, elements, culture and beliefs to help develop a pupil with fully respect to the physical, spiritual, mental and emotional as well as to inculcate and develop desirable moral values and to transmit knowledge" (Regulation 3 (1) of the regulations, 1997).

The school needs to pay attention in the balance between academic and co-curricular activities. In 2006, a meeting of the Cabinet Committee has decided to take into account the student's involvement in co-curricular activities as a condition of admission to Higher Education Institution (IPTA) by 10 percent.

In order to fulfill the government's call in development of national education through co-curricular activities, teacher's tasks also increased. Teachers must record
each of the student's co-curricular activities. Along with the development of the country, this kind of work no longer must be done manually, but it should be replaced by using a systematic process to ease the burden for teachers. Based on this problem, Co-Curriculum Management System was developed. By using this system, the task of teachers can be reduced without having to write any co-curricular records manually.

Co-Curriculum Management System is developed to help the teachers manage co-curricular activities efficiently. With this system, all the tasks that are done manually will be transformed into digitalized. This system allows teachers keep records of student co-curricular activities with ease and scoring will be calculated automatically. Teachers can also record all meetings held and take attendance through this system. The system is also able to produce an annual report of student co-curricular and issue a certificate to the students. Other than that, the Co-Curricular Senior Assistant Teacher also can use this system to assign teacher's advisor for each type of co-curricular whether clubs and associations, sports and games or uniformed bodies. For students, they can use this system to register the clubs and societies, sports and games or uniformed bodies that they are passionate about and can see the current scores for each co-curricular which they are join.

1.2 Problem Statement

There are a few of problem statements were identified and should be resolved using this system. Among of these problems are as follows:

I. Manually co-curricular evaluation records

Co-curricular management in schools nowadays are still using the manually management methods. This method raises various drawbacks such as the use of many forms and does not have access to student attendance reports efficiently. Each student will be provided with a co-curricular evaluation records book. In the record’s books will be written all information about co-curricular activities such as meetings and attendance as well as co-curricular marks. This record’s book will be kept throughout the school session. Each year the book will be
reused to record annual student's co-curricular activities. The co-curricular records that be kept manually may be lost or damaged. Therefore, a more systematic and efficient method should be used.

II. **Manual record of student activities.**
Due to too many records to be filled manually, the teachers also need more work to do. Teachers must sign a co-curricular reports book for each student's at each meeting to confirm the presence of the students. This leads to do co-curricular activities with students becoming shorter as time was wasted trying to fill the student's attendance record.

III. **Complicated marks calculation**
The calculation of co-curricular marks involves some aspect that is position held by the student, participation in all co-curricular activities, achievements earned in each activity participated and attendance for each co-curricular meeting. All these aspects will be combined to calculate the overall score in each type of curriculum either uniformed bodies, clubs and associations or sports and games. If one of these aspects forgotten to be recorded, it will affect a student's co-curricular marks. In addition, the scores filled by the teacher maybe not match with the position, involvement and student achievement. A system should be developed to help teachers in dealing with co-curricular marks calculation in accordance with aspects of a real scoring based on the attendance, position, participation and achievement of all students.

1.3 **Objective**
To complete this project, several objectives need to be fulfilled. This objective will be drive towards the success of this project. The objective of this project is:

I. **Provide a systematic co-curricular record.**
To overcome the problem of too many records and forms to be filled and be kept manually, so this system is developed. All information will be stored in the
database. Teachers do not have to worry about the problems damaged or lost of records because each of the data will be stored in a secure database and have a backup. Teachers will also be easier to find the data they want related to co-curricular. Co-curricular evaluation's records book does not need to be used anymore because was replaced with a more convenient and secure system.

II. To record co-curricular meeting and student attendance.
Every co-curricular meeting, students no longer need to bring co-curricular evaluation's records book to seek attendance's conformation from the teacher. Teachers just need to bring a laptop or smart phone to take student's attendance. If there is no internet connection, teachers just need to record the date and time of meetings as well as the names of absent students and can fill in the information through the system in their offices. With this system, time is no longer wasted by signing each of students reports book.

III. Automated co-curricular marks calculation.
Teachers do not need to fill in the marks for each attendance, position, involvement and achievement of the student one by one. Teachers just need to choose the position, involvement and achievement of the student, and the system will automatically calculate the marks. Every mark for the position, involvement and achievement of student has been stored in the database according to the actual scoring aspect. For the attendance, the total marks will be calculated based on attendance meetings attended by the student. Marks for attendance, position, involvement and achievement will be automatically added to produce an overall co-curricular score. Teacher's work was reduced without having to calculate the co-curricular student's marks one by one.

IV. Generate annual report of co-curricular student's marks.
After obtaining an overall co-curricular score for each student, the annual co-curricular score's report will be generated and can be printed in PDF. Grades and
GPA for each co-curricular score also be produced in the report. Students can also see their co-curricular marks without seeing the teacher.

V. To generate a certificate.
The system will be able to produce certificates for each position, involvement and achievement of students in each co-curricular automatically. Certificates can be printed in PDF.

1.4 Scope
This system can be used by:
- Student
- GPK Co-curriculum
- Teacher

1.5 Conclusion
Chapter I briefly explains and introduces the project. It includes the project background, problem statement as well as objective and scope of this project. In order to addresses the problem statements, Co-curriculum Management System is proposed.
2.1 Introduction

The analysis stage is the second phase of SDLC where the entire system is defined in detail. This stage is intended to tell the project where it is going so that it can take an appropriate road which indeed leads to the project's delivering desired value. Analysis should come early in any project, and the most important part of that analysis is the problem analysis and requirements analysis.

The problem statement in chapter 1 will be explains more details. In this stage also explains the problem faced by the manual system and the existing system. The problem will be analyzed to improve this system. The solution to this problem will be sought and will be implemented in this system. The current situation will be explored to match with this system. All of the requirements will be explored deepest so that any problems in the development process can be avoided.

The analysis stage is very important because it will be helpful in the decision making and reduce cost and time during the development and implementation stage.

2.2 Manual System

Most of schools still use the manual systems in the management of co-curricular activities. Many forms to be filled manually and must be kept in order not damaged or lost. Usually, the school used co-curricular evaluation's records book to record all co-curricular activities. The example of co-curricular evaluation’s records book can be seen in Appendix A. Some problems using manual systems have been identified.
Based on Figure 2.1, the problem that occurs is every time when co-curricular meetings was held, the teacher need to write the date of the meeting, the activity and signature to the manual report for all student. The time will be wasted here to write the same things. If the student did not attend the meeting, they maybe still can ask their friend to bring their report.
Figure 2.2 shows how teacher needs to write student performance and give marks based on the performance. Sometimes the marks did not match the student performance. Bit error in filling and calculating will affect the overall scores, grades and GPA of the students.
In Figure 2.3 shows the teachers write all the aspects mark for all the three co-curricular units that uniforms bodies, club and association and sport and games. From all the total mark will be choose top 2 highest marks and will be calculate to get the best average mark. After that grade and GPA will be given based on the mark.
Figure 2.4: Manually record of involvement and achievement.

Figure 2.4 shows the record of involvement and achievement of student. Teachers also need to write all students involvement and achievement. Based on this form, teacher will provide a certificate for student. Sometime teacher will forget to write the student’s involvement and achievement.
Figure 2.5 shows the process flow to calculate total co-curricular marks for each unit of co-curricular using manual system. All the details and mark will be inserted using manual form and must be calculated manually.

Figure 2.5: Process flow to calculate total co-curricular marks for each unit of co-curricular
Figure 2.6 shows process flow to calculate total average mark of co-curricular using manual system.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.6 : Process flow to calculate total average mark of co-curricular

2.3 Perisian Penilaian Aktiviti Kokurikulum Sekolah (PPAKS)

Several schools in Malaysia already used a system to manage co-curricular activities. However, some weaknesses have been identified in the existing system. These weaknesses must be overcome in order not to be repeated in the completion of this system. Among the existing systems that have been identified are ‘Perisian Penilaian
Figure 2.7: Interface of PPAKS to key in co-curricular marks

Figure 2.7 shows the teachers provide co-curricular marks by simply filling or clicked empty spaces such as space for attendance, participation, performance and position held. Marks will be calculated automatically according to the formula. Some problems arise here. The teachers need to key in students marks without tell the details of performance.

I. Attendance

Attendance marks involve some calculation. However in PPAKS, the teachers have to calculate and key-in data about attendance manually.

II. Position

Teachers have to determine and click the mark about position held in every units of co-curricular manually by referring to the guidance on the right hand side. But, details about the marks did not stored in database. If the students got 8 marks, what is their position held in the co-curricular.

III. Involvement
Teachers have to determine and key-in the marks about involvement of the student manually by referring to the guidance on the right hand side. Involvement marks consist of stage of the involvement. From this system, teachers not key-in the stage for the involvement marks of the student. So, the marks stored in database without telling the details of the involvement marks.

IV. Achievement

For the achievement marks, consist of the achievement and stage of the achievement. Same as involvement marks, the teachers have to determine and key-in the marks about achievement of the student manually by referring to the guidance on the right hand side. What is the achievement about and what is the stage of achievement not stored in database.

![Figure 2.8](image)

**Figure 2.8 : Final evaluation 10% of co-curricular marks.**

Based on Figure 2.8, overall co-curricular student performance marks. All three scoring units of co-curricular that uniform bodies, club and association and sports and games will be calculated based on the two best units marks. Bonus marks will also be mixed (if eligible) and finally full marks and grades will be given. It still needs to key-in the total mark. A good system should generate marks automatically. The teachers have to key-in marks for uniform bodies, club and association and sport and games manually.
2.4 Use Case Diagram

Figure 2.9 shows the use case diagram for Co-curriculum Management System. There are three users can login into this system that is teacher, student and GPK co-curricular.